
 

Mounting of Maxibit LightScape 

LightScape Introduction 
 

How to mount graphics How to fold the fabrics 

   
 

LightScape is a beautiful system when mounted correctly. Be extra careful with the  

plastic connections and make sure not to bend or drop them as they then can break.  

Also make sure to handle the prints with care so they don’t scratch. Good luck! 

1 Start with mounting the frame. 

a. Locate the assembly instruction in the case. It’s also available at maxibit.com/lightscape/ 

b. Mount the system horizontally on an even clean surface (the floor) 

c. Each section has figure codes at each end. Mount the sections to its corresponding figure code 

according to the mounting instruction. 

d. Mount the stabilizing bars. 

e. Wait with mounting of the feet until later 

f. Test the lights by connecting the power just to confirm it’s mounted correctly 

 

2 Mount the graphics 

a. Check where the power supply connects and place the frame so the power supply ends up close to 

the outlet 

b. Check the video above on how to mount the graphics. 

c. Be careful not to scratch the prints and keep the printed side away from any sharp edges 

d. Start by mounting all four corners. Make sure the silicon strips are mounted correctly and not 

“backwards”. Then mount halfway, then quarter way. This to avoid unwanted stretching. Then seal 

all the way around. 

e. Carefully flip the system over. If necessary, place something protective between the floor and the 

print and repeat the process for the back side graphic. 

f. It’s important to mount the backside print, even if it’s used against a wall. The backside print locks 

in the light which makes the final result better and it also stabilizes the construction. 

 

3 Carefully raise the system vertically and place it where it should stand. 

a. Mount the feet 

b. Mount necessary connectors if you have several systems that connects together 

c. Connect the power 

d. Enjoy 

 

4 Dismantling – watch video 3 to fold the fabric correctly 

a. Start at the bottom. Remove the graphics and try to avoid the printed sides to get scratched 

b. Fold according to the video. The case is 120x40 so the fabric needs to be folded correctly to fit. Fold 

and place aside. 

c. Lay down the frame on the floor. Gently disconnect each section (don’t break the connections) and 

place them in the case according to the packing guide in the plastic pocket in the case 

d. Place the prints on top and close up. Make sure the respective transport case is well marked to 

make warehouse handling and next-time mounting simple. You’re now ready for the next show! 
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